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CONTRIBUTORS

Maxime Ballesteros 
Maxime Bellestreros was born in Lyon, 
France. He graduated in 2007 with a 
DNSEP (Master Diploma of Art) after 
completing his studies at ERBASE, 
the fine art school of St. Etienne. His 
photographs have been featured in both 
solo and group exhibitions located in 
France, Belgium, Russia, Germany, Great 
Britain and Danemark. He is currently 

based in Berlin, Germany (since 2007).

Luke Gilford
Luke Gilford was raised in Northern 
California and attended UCLA. His 
exhibitions include installations at 
MoMA, MUSAC (Spain), the FOAM 
Museum (Amsterdam) and other galleries.
Luke’s photographic work has been 
commissioned by The New York Times, 
Businessweek, GQ Style, V Magazine, 
Maison Martin Margiela and the Miss 
America Organization. Most recently Luke 
directed a short film for Channel 4 in India 
(UK television) and a commercial for the 
champagne: Dom Perignon, starring David 

Lynch.

Jacopo Benassi
Jacopo Benassi’s work has been featured  
in Rolling Stone, GQ, Wired, Riders, and 
11 Freunde among others. He took part 
in both No Soul For Sale, by Maurizio 
Cattelan at Tate Modern and The Festival 
Internationale della Fotografia in Rome, 
curated by Marco Logu.  His latest projects 
are the exhibition Clouds, curated by 
Francesco Macarone Palmieri (Warbear) 
featuring work inside the first edition of 
AGENDER- Queer Cinema- Future Arts 

which he curates in Rome. 

Miguel Villalobos
Miguel is a photographer working in 
film, fashion, and art. In 2009, Miguel 
launched 1-100, a limited-edition 
jewelry collection he co-founded with 
designer Graham Tabor. Miguel’s first 
monograph Hic et Nunc, in collaboration 
with Graham, is available globally. 
The Cristina Grajales Gallery, will host 
the first US exhibition of Miguel and 
Graham’s Hic et Nunc sculpture series 

in Spring 2013.

Jarrah Gurrie
Jarrah Gurrie is an Australian filmmaker 
based in Los Angeles, CA. He is interested 
in characters who get what they can’t have. 
He is currently developing a feature length 

project.

Alessandra d’Urso
Alessandra d’Urso was born in Milan. 
As a young adult, she spent eight years 
traveling the world on her own; producing 
stories about social issues. Since then, 
she has moved to Paris and has started 
shooting portraits, fashion and musicians, 
while further developing her personal 
projects. Alessandra has photographed 
musicians such as Iggy Pop, Nick Cave 
and Neil Young; and artists such as Julian 
Schnabel, Francesco Clemente and Tom 
Sachs. Her work has appeared in Vanity 
Fair, Marie Claire and Liberation, among 

others.

Kaye Spilker
Curator, Costume and Textiles, 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

Trained in both fine arts and art history, 
curator Kaye pursued an earlier career as 
an artist before joining LACMA in 1987.  
She has curated a number of exhibitions 
from the museum’s permanent collection 
on subjects that range from ancient 
Peruvian textiles to early 20th century 
stage costume, and 18th through 20th 

century fashionable dress.

Daniel Trese
Daniel Trese is an American photographer 
with a restrained style that has been 
soaked in the California sun. His work has 
recently been exhibited in several group 
shows in Los Angeles, New York City, 
Miami, London, Paris, Berlin, and Sao 
Paolo. Magazine credits include The New 
York Times, PIN-UP, Paris/LA, The Plant 
Journal, BUTT, The Travel Almanac, Girls 
Like Us, and many more. Daniel currently 

lives and works in Los Angeles.

Jason Rodgers
Jason Rodgers is a Brooklyn-based 
photographer.  He graduated from School 
of the Visual Arts. Jason has shot for such 
publications as The New York Times, Butt 
Magazine and Ladygunn. If Jason could 
have dinner with one fictional character 
from history, he would have to say Pee-

Wee Herman. 

Chris Campion
Chris Campion is a writer and record 
producer. He first bonded with Asia 
Argento over marathon dusk-to-dawn 
listening sessions of David Allan Coe’s 
X-rated country albums, “Nothing Sacred 
and “Underground Album”. They have 

been firm friends ever since.

Curtis Kulig 
Curtis Kulig is an American artist, 
photographer and illustrator who lives and 
works in New York City. He is known for 
his raw, black and white, 35mm lifestyle 
and portraiture photography. He has 
become one of the fastest rising names in 
the world of art and pop culture, through 
his iconic “Love Me” campaign, which 
has become a firm fixation of fans. His 
work blurs the lines between pop art, 

iconography and typography.
See more of his work at 

curtiskulig.com or lovemeishere.com

Mark Jacobs
Mark Jacobs has worked as an editor 
and writer with publications including 
Interview, V, i-D, The New York Times 
Magazine, GQ Style UK and O, The 
Oprah Magazine. He currently works 
as a creative consultant and strategist 
for independent artists and mass market 
properties including Gap, Target, Acuvue, 
Karl Lagerfeld, Halle Berry, Santigold and 
Gerlan Jeans. He began his career in New 
York City, working for the publicity firm 
representing Kristen McMenamy among 
others, and recently relocated to Los 
Angeles, where he develops commercial 
projects and interviews entertainers at 

Cafe Gratitude.

Bjarne Melgaard
Bjarne Melgaard was born in Sydney, 
Australia, raised in Oslo, Norway, and 
works and lives in New York City. Early 
in his career, Bjarne created controversial 
installations referencing subversive 
subcultures such as S&M and heavy metal 
music. Currently, his practice consists of 
an emphasis on expressionistic paintings 

and drawings, often containing text.
photo by Bjørn Opsahl

Nicholas Prakas
Nicholas Prakas is a photographer, born 
and raised in New York and a graduate of 
Parsons School of Design. He divides his 
professional career between New York City 
and Athens. He loves photographing water 
and is currently developing a relationship 
with the definition of “manifest” and its 
relevance to photography. (man·i·fest 
[man-uh-fest] what is readily perceived to 
the eye or understanding; evident; obvious; 

apparent).

Josh McNey
Josh McNey  is a photographer and 
creative director based in New York City. 
The California native is a former United 
States Marine and a graduate of Columbia 
University. His photographs appear 
regularly in numerous international art 
and fashion magazines. McNey currently 
serves as the creative director of Casa de 
Costa and has organized exhibitions by an 
Italian photographer Susanna Corniani, & 
Bronx-based photographer, Kevin Amato.

Marcelo Krasilic
Marcelo Krasilcic is a Brazilian American 
photographer born in São Paulo into an 
Eastern European Jewish family. He has 
worked for publications such as Harper’s 
Bazaar and Vogue Hommes International  
and has photographed many popular actors 
and musicians. Marcelo lives in New York 
City, and he travels extensively, working 
in the fields of art, portraiture and fashion.
1990s, Marcelo’s book about that decade, 
is being released in the beginning of 2013 
followed by exhibitions in New York City, 

Paris, Berlin and São Paulo.
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Nicolas Wagner & Khary Simon

US guest fashion editor / Shala Rothenberg
Paris guest fashion editor / Richard Aybar

contributing editor /  Ellie Sage Bergman
content editor / Abigail St. Clair Thomas  

production / Rafael Ramirez Gallegos
fashion assistant / Rolanna Jovani

Shala Rothenberg
Shala Rothenberg is a New York based 
fashion stylist. Her character-driven 
styling is derived from her prior years 
working in costume design for the stage 
and television. Her love and knowledge 
of fashion has grown since childhood and 
was developed at the Fashion Institute 
of Technology, from where she holds a 

degree in fashion design.

Richard Aybar
Richard  Aybar is a stylist. 
He is a scorpio star sign.

Brandon Aviram
Although currently living in Brooklyn, 
New York, Brandon Aviram was raised on 
a horse farm in Connecticut - helping shape 
his passion for photography from a rural 
perspective. New York City helped refine 
his taste for many things, including fine 
whiskey, fine photography and expensive 
coffee. Brandon is easily swayed by 
chocolate caramels and Jameson. He is not 

a hipster.

Angela McCluskey
Trying to describe Angela McCluskey 
in words is not the easiest thing to do. If 
you’ve met her, or seen her live, you’ll 
understand. As a person, Angela is a force 
of nature. When she walks into a room, 
all eyes turn as lights dim and lit candles 

suddenly appear. 
angelamccluskey.com

CONTRIBUTORS

cover: Daryl Hannah 
Still image taken from the short film, All The Things She Did, directed by Jarrah Gurrie for CRUSHfanzine

Styling by Krissie Torgerson / Hair by Clark Phillips / Make Up by Karolina Kangas
cotton top by Marlies Dekkers, vintage coated cotton trench coat by from Jet Rag

view full film on jarrahgurrie.com
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Alissa Bennett haunts our dreams.
Amanda Lear gets a call from Mark Jacobs.

Amy Odell leads us the right way.
Angela Barrow keeps the beat.

Anjelica Huston sits for Luke Gilford.
Asia Argento flexes for Jacopo Benassi.

Béatrice Dalle goes for a ride.
Brooke Shields redefines class.

Camilla Deterre works with Curtis Kulig.
Chloë Sevigny pays a visit to Marcelo Krasilic.

Constance Labbé gets into the groove.
Daryl Hannah meets the mind of Jarrah Gurrie.
Debbie Harry gets a fax from Alissa Bennett.

Doreen Remen sizes the moment.
Dorothée Perret comes through on the West Coast.

Gloria Tatlock surprises us.
Grace Jones is everything.

Gun Nowak is photographed by Jason Rodgers.
Heather Hubbs goes to Casa de Costa.

Isabella Rossellini is a vision.
Jeanette Mundt stops by the studio, in Givenchy.
Jen Gilpin and Maxime Ballesteros make magic.

Jina Djemba takes center stage.
Kara Finnerty welcomes Khary Simon.

KESH creates in Los Angeles.
Kim Ann Foxman breathes in.

Kim Gordon haunts Jason Rodgers.
Ladyfag makes her presence known.

Lauren Hutton writes a letter to Anjelica Huston.
Lauren Miller is sitting pretty.

Lisa Phillips takes us to the New Museum.
Lizzi Bougatsos delights Jason Rodgers.

Magda Antoniuk draws our attention.
Maluca Mala comes into the light.

Martina Arfwidson is photographed by Jason Rodgers.
Marilyn Minter blesses us (again).
Michèle Lamy rehearses in Paris.

Michelle Harper enchants the crew.
Naomi doesn’t like her picture.

Nicola Vassell meets Nicholas Prakas.
Nomi Ruiz dances to Frank Ocean.

Peggy Moffitt shows Daniel Trese how it’s done.
Ruby Jun gives us style.

Sara VanDerBeek prepares for her show.
Shirin Neshat gets our attention.

Sigourney Weaver brightens our day.
Silvia Prada breathes out.
Siouxsie Sioux performs.

Stefania Bortolami pauses.
Sue de Beer channels light at home.

Theodora Sopko looks back.
Yasmine Hamdan charms the whole crew.
Yvonne Force Villareal warms our heart.

Zana Bayne wraps it up.
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“There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening 
that is translated through you into action, and because 
there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is 
unique. And if you block it, it will never exist through 
any other medium and it will be lost. The world will not 
have it. It is not your business to determine how good 
it is nor how valuable nor how it compares with other 
expressions. It is your business to keep it yours clearly 
and directly, to keep the channel open. You do not even 
have to believe in yourself or your work. You have to 
keep yourself open and aware to the urges that motivate 
you. Keep the channel open… No artist is pleased. There 
is no satisfaction whatever at any time. There is only a 
queer divine dissatisfaction, a blessed unrest that keeps 
us marching and makes us more alive than the others.”

- Martha Graham

NOTE 
FROM 

EDITORS
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NEW WAVE
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Maluca Mala is a musician, poised to take over.

Maluca Mala 
Photographed in Lower Manhattan by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Paul Lodge / Make Up by Merrell Hollis using MAC Cosmetics

floral printed lycra and mesh peplum top by Opening Ceremony; lace shorts by Hougton; boned elastic cage bustier by Chromat; vintage tape shoes by Maison Martin Margiela; crystal stud earrings by Alexis Bittar
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lace bra, printed lace jacket and pant by Houghton; boned elastic mask (worn underneath veil) by Chromat; antique silk lace veil stylist own; gold ear-cuff by Lømo; Gold and crystal earrings by Nicole Romano; 
vintage tape shoes by Maison Martin Margiela
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boned elastic cage top by Chromat; lace bra and short by Hougton; Lucite cuff bracelet by Alexis Bittarcotton floral print dress by Vivienne Westwood Anglomania; leather gloves by LaCrasia: crystal encrusted cross earrings by Alexis Bittar.
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Constance Labbé is an actress, based in Paris.

Constance Labbé 
Photographed by Nicolas Wagner

Hair and Make Up by Ingeborg using Perricone and Bite Beauty

Do something else. Do my eyebrows.
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Jina Djemba was born to a Russian mother and Camerooneese father. She studied drama at the National Theater School in Paris and soon afterwards began her work on 
stage, television and screen. She is now touring France and the rest of the world, portraying Madame de Tourvel in John Malkovich’s Paris production of  -

‘Les liaisons dangereuses’ (Dangerous Liaisons). 

Jina Djemba 
Photographed in the 3rd Arrondissement of Paris by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Richard Aybar / Make Up by Sophie Bouillon

snakeskin vest, leather skirt and shoes by Rick Owens
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Angela Barrow is a musician and jewelry designer.

Angela Barrow  
Photographed in New York City by Brandon Aviram
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Ruby Jun is a fashion stylist.

Ruby Jun 
Photographed in New York City by Brandon Aviram

Magda Antoniuk is an artist and illustrator, based in Poland.

Magda Antoniuk 
Self-Portrait
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Lauren Miller is an actress, producer, screenwriter and director.

Lauren Miller 
Photographed in Brooklyn, New York by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Cecilia Romero using Bumble and Bumble / Make Up by Pascale Poma using Dior

printed silk organza dress by Osklen; vintage wool-rayon jacket by Maison Martin Margiela; leather gloves by Jil Sander Navy; stay-up stockings by Wolford; silk Japanese obijime belt stylist own
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WORKS OF ART
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Do you think Theresa’s paranoia was rooted in 
her psyche or do you think there are reasons 
to believe that some of her fears and paranoia 
were based on something real?
I want it to be a kind of 50/50 split- I like the 
horror element of there being an outside hand that 
kind of pushed along whatever was happening to 
her biologically.
Do you think Jeremy Blake was involved in her 
death?
I don’t think he precipitated her death, if that’s the 
question, but I do think he was tangled up with 
her in the ultimate folie a deux, I think there was 
no separation between the two of them at the end.
Do you think that Jeremy Blake was the one 
who killed Theresa?
I firmly maintain that she did herself in.
Do you think when They met with Malcolm 
Mclaren the first thing he said about Jeremy 
was “he is gay” and later said he was the 
weird one. Do you think that maybe Jeremy 
was gay and  was involved in theories like Jeff 
Gannon working for the White House  and 
stuff like that? Do you think it could have been 
a connection?
I guess I don’t care if he was gay or not; it’s 
not the good part of the story for me!  I love 
that Theresa got down with all this Jeff Gannon 
conspiracy stuff, though- it is just another 
element that makes the whole narrative so deeply 
fascinating to people, this flux between reality and 
conspiracy and delusion is so so good, and in a 
way it is the sort of symbol for the full picture of 
her disintegration. 
Do you think Theresa was addicted to 
methamphetamines?
This is really the question, isn’t it?!?!? I think it 
makes me feel somehow less frightened to believe 
that she was into something.  To think that people 
can be on the precipice of psychosis in such an 
invisible way before they totally descend to the 
depths is incredibly disturbing to me…
Do you think there’s  a particular reason 
why her body never had an autopsy since she 
committed suicide? Do you think it was to 
cover up something?
Well I have always found it hard to believe that 
she od’d on Tylenol pm- what a way to go!  I 

researched this as a method pretty extensively at 
one point early in my Theresa Duncan obsession, 
and from what I hear, it is a slow and awful way 
to off yourself.  I guess I always wonder if there 
was an attempt to silence any connection that 
could be made between what was in her body and 
her totally erratic behavior.
Do you identify with Theresa on a mental 
level that you feel scared that you are being 
watched? If Theresa was under surveillance 
who do you think it was that was watching 
her?
I definitely identify with her in some ways, 
otherwise there is no home for my obsessive 
interest in her.  Something I always like when you 
and I are into the same crimes or people are the 
differences in how we perceive one event.  Like 
in the piece I wrote about Theresa for our lecture 
at Astrup Fearnley, I really pursued this idea that 
she ultimately killed herself because she finally 
realized that no one was watching, that no one 
had ever been watching, and that no one ever 
would be watching.  There is a line in the text 
when she finally understands this and she says 
to herself  “Now you are really nothing, Theresa 
Duncan; now you are gone for sure.”  I guess part 
of what I relate to is this idea that if you’re not 
being actively abused or disliked that it is almost 
as though you don’t exist, which is the part of 
our work that really overlaps and the fulcrum that 
makes us work so well together.  Once I told you 
how much I felt that I owed to you for opening 
up these kinds of thoughts about violence and 
shame for me, and you said “I haven’t given you 
anything, I have only made what is already in you 
more accessible.”
Why do you think people in general who knew 
her are so reluctant to speak about her?
I think that she was able to access something that 
really read as pure horror, that she traumatized 
people with that kind of x-ray vision that only the 
truly disturbed have access to.  I kind of love this 
code of silence because it is such a rare thing in 
the art world. How much would you give to have 
an archive of  her accusatory email missives? Or 
her lawsuit against the Church of Scientology? 
Amazing….

SHE APPEARED TO ME,
IN A VISION

cotton polka dot dress by Suno; leather harness by Tess Giberson; patent shoes by Dolce & Gabbana; leather gloves (in hand) by LaCrasia; stockings by Calvin Klein

Photographed in the New York City apartment of Bjarne Melgaard by Nicolas Wagner
Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Cecilia Romero using Bumble and Bumble / Make Up by Pascale Poma using Dior

Alissa Bennett is a writer and collaborator, living in New York City.

Alissa Bennett and Bjarne Melgaard discuss their latest mutual obsession, Theresa Duncan.
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wool and cotton pleated dress by Sacai; leather harness by Tess Giberson; patent shoes by Dolce & Gabbana; leather gloves by LaCrasia; stockings by Calvin Klein
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wool tuxedo jacket with silk satin lapels by Sacai; vintage silk satin pants by Maison Martin Margiela; leather harness by Tess Giberson; lace bra by Agent Provocateur; leather gloves by LaCrasia
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Shirin Neshat is a visual artist best known for her work in photography, video and film. She currently lives in New York City. 

Shirin Neshat 
Photographed by Nicolas Wagner
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Sue de Beer is an artist, based in New York City. She is currently preparing for her upcoming show.

Sue de Beer
Photographed in New York City by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Shala Rothenberg  / Hair and Make Up by Bank Natdanai

vintage silk satin top by Chanel; silk jersey and powernet skirt by Katie Gallagher
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Kara Finnerty is a curator, based in New York City.

Kara Finnerty 
Photographed on the Upper East Side of New York by Khary Simon

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair and Make Up by Ingeborg using Dr. Perricone and Bite Beauty

silk satin and chiffon dress by Roomeur

Jeanette Mundt is an artist, based in New York City. 

Jeanette Mundt 
Photographed by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Make Up by Merrell Hollis using MAC Cosmetics

vintage silk velvet and metallic fibers wedding gown by Givenchy Nouvelle Boutique and her own rings; gold spike earring by TomTom by Elena Howell
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Yvonne Force Villareal and Doreen Remen are the founders of the Art Production Fund. They met on their first day of college and have been close friends ever since.

Yvonne Force Villareal and Doreen Remen
Photographed at Venus Over Manhattan Gallery by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair and Make Up by Ahbi Nishman using Osis

Yvonne (left) wears silk dress by Tess Giberson; antique lace choker and leather shoes her own. Doreen (right) wears feather bolero jacket and shorts by 
Zero + Maria Cornejo; cotton tank top (worn underneath) by Calvin Klein; silver tribal spike necklace and silver rings by Pamela Love; stockings by Fogal; 

 python boots by Reed Krakoff
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Sculpture on this page:
Peter Coffin
Untitled (Dog)
2012
Taxidermy
83 x 187 x 83 inches

Sculpture on previous page:
Peter Coffin
Untitled (Unfinished OK Hand)
2012
wood, wire mesh and fittings
151.5 x 78 x 138 inches

Yvonne (left) wears leather jacket by Sacai; satin and jersey cat suit by Kiki de Montparnasse; antique lace choker and leather shoes her own. Doreen (right) wears wool dress by Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci; 
satin and patent leather shoes by Nicholas Kirkwood; silver rings by Pamela Love; stockings by Fogal; watch, her own. 
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Sara is an artist, preparing for her show at Metro Pictures Gallery 

Sara VanDerBeek 
Photographed in her studio by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg 

this page: vintage silk jersey and mesh dress by Alexander McQueen; jewelry her own
next page: silk cape by Morgane Le Fay; jewelry her own
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Stefania Bortolami is a gallery owner, based in New York City.

Stefania Bortolami 
Photographed at the Bortolami Gallery by Jason Rodgers

Sculpture on opposite page:
Daniel Buren
Construction Ventriloque
2012
Enamel plated aluminum and copper
79 x 82 inches
200.7 x 208.3 cm

Sculpture on this page:
Michel François
Scribble
2012
Copper tubing and paint
65.5 x 48 x 48 inches
166.37 x 121.92 x 121.92 cm
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Lisa Phillips is the director of the New Museum.

Lisa Phillips 
Photographed at the New Museum by Josh McNey

Styling by Shala Rothenberg

necklace by Alexis Bittar

Heather Hubbs is the director of the New Art Dealers Alliance (NADA).

Heather Hubbs 
Photographed in Lower Manhattan by Josh McNey
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Nicola Vassell is exploring projects in the international art world. 

Nicola Vassell 
Photographed by Nicholas Prakas 

Styling by Memsor Kamarake / Hair by Phoenix Golden for L’Oreal Professional / Make Up by Pascale Poma using Dior

wool tuxedo jacket by Maison Martin Margiela; sequin dress by Louis Vuitton; globe drop earrings by R.J.Graziano
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cotton lace jacket and jumpsuit by Houghton; globe drop earrings by R.J.Graziano; patent tribute sandals by Yves Saint Laurent
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cotton crepe skirt suit by Max Mara; globe drop earrings by R.J.Graziano
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KESH is a force of nature in design, music and art.

KESH 
Self-Portrait
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DARYL
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ALL THE THINGS SHE DID

CRUSHfanzine in association with Ballad Pictures © MMXII. A Short Film starring Daryl Hannah
view full film on jarrahgurrie.com

Daryl Hannah is an actress and activist.

Daryl Hannah 
Stills from a short film by Jarrah Gurrie

Styling by Krissie Torgerson / Hair by Clark Phillips / Make Up by Karolina Kangas

All clothing; cotton top by Marlies Dekkers, banded pencil skirt by Hervé Léger, leather shoes by LD Tuttle, vintage coated cotton trench coat by from Jet Rag, bracelets by Cast of Vices
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LEGENDS
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I’ve always wanted to meet you.  I mean, as you 
may know, the museum has a good collection 
of Gernreich.  I always thought it would be 
fantastic to meet Peggy Moffitt, and now I am 
— so I’m thrilled.
Well, I’m flattered.  Let’s both try to make the 
most of it.
Exactly.  Okay, I have a lot of questions. I read 
that you wanted to be an actress.
Actually, I really wanted to be a ballet dancer, but 
I had the most God-awful feet for a ballet dancer 
that you ever saw in your life. [laughing]
I see.  There was a physical issue there.
On an ideal ballet dancer — the toes are lined up.  
After all, you’re standing on something… [Peggy 
shows Kaye a small width with her fingers]. The 
entire weight of your body should be supported by 
your toes.  On me, it wasn’t straight across.  The 
corner of my big toe juts out and hits the ground 
first.
Oh, so you must have been in incredible pain 
too.
Unbelievable pain…and then I grew way too tall.  
On pointe, I would be taller than all of the…
Than the entire troupe. [laughing]
But that…we didn’t even get that far.  The pain… 
I actually used to dance and then I studied acting, 
because that was the next sort of obvious thing.  
Oddly enough, Martha Graham taught at the 
school I attended: the Neighborhood Playhouse in 
New York - with Sandy Meisner and Louis Horst, 
Sydney Pollack, Alvin Ailey — a lot of very tough 
people…talented, tough people.
How did you get into modeling?

I went to a benefit party in Beverly Hills for a 
charity and they had a fashion show.  One of the 
models didn’t show up.  Then somebody grabbed 
me and put me in a dress.  I thought, “Jesus, 
what’ll I do?”  I put on the dress, which was 
about two or three sizes too big and strapless.  So 
I thought: “Well, the one thing you do is hold 
your arms down to your sides and you’re fine.”  
[laughing]  As it turned out, three of the most 
well-known LA designers were there in a huddle: 
James Galanos, Gus Tassel and Rudi.  Only Gus 
took notice and later, asked if I would model for 
him.
How did you discover Rudi Gernreich and his 
clothes?
I had worn Rudi since high school during the 
1950s.  I was a huge fan of his long before we 
met and started working together.  As I said, I 
liked ballet in high school.  I used to wear tights 
and leotards before any of that happened.  I just 
liked the way it made a look and I wore that at 
the Playhouse [Marlborough was all uniforms], 
because you look at a whole body when you’re a 
dancer.  Even though, as it turned out, I had rotten 
feet.  [laughing]
Was there anyone in your family that was a 
mentor or turned you toward dance or acting 
or anything creative?
Well, my father first was a newspaper man. Then 
he became a screenwriter, then a film critic.  He 
was born in Kansas City, Kansas and worked on 
the Kansas City Star.  Actually he met my mother 
in an interesting way.  She was from Bristol, 
Tennessee, and they both, without knowing each 

In the sixties, Peggy Moffitt was a premier model, collaborator and muse for fashion 
designer, Rudi Gernreich. She developed her own eccentric look of bold, heavy makeup 
and a signature asymmetrical hairstyle, with Vidal Sassoon.  Moffitt married famed 
photographer William Claxton in 1960 and she currently lives in Los Angeles, California.

LACMA’s Kaye Spilker sits down with the magnificent Peggy Moffitt to discuss family, 
art, Rudi Gernreich and the meaning of style.  Over tea in the Hollywood Hills, Kaye finds 
the woman behind the “Topless” swimsuit and discovers a true design collaborator.

STYLE IS A PERSONAL 
POINT OF VIEW

Photographed in Beverly Hills by Daniel Trese

Peggy Moffitt is a model and collaborator, living in Los Angeles.

Peggy Moffitt is interviewed by Kaye Spilker about fashion, style and coming from witches.

All clothing: Rudi Gernreich, from Peggy Moffitt’s personal archive
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other, went on a round-the-world cruise.  And they really 
did go around the world.  That cruise went all over the 
place, and my father first saw my mother on the Rock of 
Gibraltar.
What studio did he work for?
He worked for lots of them.
What about mom’s side?
Well, my mother’s family came over on the Mayflower, 
and I’ve just realized in the past year…that I’m related to 
almost all of Salem’s population, in one way or the other 
- both the bad guys and the witches.  [laughing]  Isn’t that 
wonderful?
I’ve always been impressed in the way that you 
modeled.  You were obviously at one with the clothing—
with Rudi’s clothing.  You would always position your 
body in some way that completely emphasized either 
the graphic or the shape of the clothes.  In other words, 
whatever the clothing itself, whatever was important 
about it, you would double it.
Hmm — yes.
And I think it was a true collaboration that you did 
with him.  You certainly made his work much more 
unique because — even as important as it was, it was 
there but it had to be worn.  It had to be on a body and 
what you did with it on a body really emphasized the 
character of the clothing.
Well, thank you. And I do think I had that “extra” that just 
a model wouldn’t have.
Oh, absolutely.  You were always at one with the 
clothing.
Well, I thought I was performing.  It was like the design 
was this script and you were an actor.  I keep referring 
to dance because it’s your body, but it’s the same kind of 
thing.  It’s not just going out and smiling and being pretty.
It sounds like “co-artisting.”
Oh, it was!
You were part of the graphic design.
Well, I know that I inspired him.  He inspired me, but I 
inspired him as well.
You once said, “If Rudi were a model, he would be 
me; and if I were a designer, I would be Rudi.”  You 
were so of the same mind…and I just wondered about 
your relationship with Rudi.  Was it one of a kind? 

Or did you also feel that way about your husband 
Bill [photographer William Claxton] when all of you 
worked together?
Yes, I did.  In fact, they could communicate to each other 
through me.  I understood each of them, if that makes 
sense.
You were sort of a creative catalyst?
I was a catalyst, yes.  But each of them was perfectly 
talented on their own.
That’s what I mean.  You had these two men — 
extremely strong, creative talents…
Absolutely.  But the danger is…somebody’s nose is gonna 
get out of joint in a relationship like that.  I mean, when 
Rudi and I were doing so well - there was occasionally, I 
think, some tension, maybe more on Bill’s side, because 
after all, I was his wife — but not real tension.  And I made 
them understand each other.  I also made it so they could 
see what the other one was doing.
I always think of you with Issey Miyake, as if he had 
the same ideas as Rudi.  It seemed that all three of you 
considered clothing a sociological statement.  It was 
pretty radical.
I met Issey when he first came to LA, as a matter of fact.  
I was at a dinner party with him.  Yes, I’ve admired his 
work, and Rudi had a chance to meet him before Rudi’s 
death in 1985…  I remember that, at that point, he was 
the first person that I’d ever met that had experienced the 
atomic bomb.
I’m sure it affected him.  As a matter of fact, I think it 
affected him physically and emotionally too.
Well, how could it not?  To see people dissolve in front of 
you, and leave only their shadows in the concrete.  I mean, 
Jesus, being on fire.
You could not be unaffected.  Maybe it directed him 
positively?  I guess when you have a major trauma in 
your life; it’s a question of how big a person you are - 
which way you go…because he’s certainly done some 
amazing things with clothing.  I think he thinks that 
clothing is not clothing, but it’s really a sympathetic or 
symbiotic shell for the body that moves with it.  I just 
always thought that Rudi had that same idea; using 
different fabrics and different materials…
A real talent, certainly.
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But you would have been a good “performer” of 
Miyake’s work too.  I think a “performer” is a good 
idea.
Yes.  But some clothes were more fun to perform than 
others.
What were the most fun?  Oh, tell me…I’d love to 
know about the Topless Swimsuit.  That had to be 
quite…well, let’s say a risk, or you had to think about 
that.  When I think about ’64, that’s really close to the 
fifties.  Tell me about that.
[laughs] Well, I was about the last person in the world who 
wanted to do that.  We talked about it endlessly.  I finally…
well, because as you know, I could have ruined my career 
easily, almost certainly by doing that.
Peggy, do you think that it’s possible to do anything 
shocking, ever again, in terms of fashion?
Well, I’m sure it is. But I hope nobody asks me. [laughs]  
I’d love to sit the next one out, [laughs] because it sure is 
tiring. [laughter]
Rudi very famously said, “Fashion will go out of 
fashion.”  Do you think that’s happened, or will ever 
happen?  I think fashion is really a lot different now, 
and I’m just curious.
Well, it is different.  I don’t know that I can say anything 
wise about that right now.  I don’t feel quotable right now 
[laughs].  Put your chisel away [laughs].  Maybe I could 
just say, “Gee, I hope so.”  [laughs]
But it’s so rapid now too, and so varied.  Style goes 
in and out. Fashion goes in and out.  How do you feel 
about Rudi’s clothes coming back in?
I still wear his clothes.
Yes.  Well, it shows how timeless he really was; how 
classic.
Explain the difference between “fashion” and “style.”
Fashion is “everybody’s doing it.”  That’s not all that 
attractive really.  Do you think?  Everybody’s doing it?
Because it doesn’t always suit everyone.
Whereas style is a personal point of view. That’s more 
interesting than a cookie-cutter mentality.  Well, it has a lot 
to do with your brain, doesn’t it?  More than what you look 
like in a way.
Which, I suppose, going back to the sociological 
statement, is true.  What you wear…because you 
are what you wear.  I think people who are really 
interesting can wear a lot of different things.  But as 
you were talking earlier – about being able to wear 
other people’s clothes. Obviously whatever your style 
was, it wasn’t just confined to Rudi.  But you were 

able to do the same thing with other designers’ clothes, 
which is really important.  You had a certain style 
about you.
Well, that’s being an interpretive artist.
Is there anybody particularly you think really had 
style?
Oh, Fred Astaire had style.
That’s for sure.
[laughs] Cary Grant, Katherine Hepburn…and most 
certainly Audrey Hepburn.  Can you think of any more still 
staggering around?
Who were some of the artists you worked with or that 
you knew?
Well, Andy Warhol drew my toes.  [laughter]
Fortunately not in the shoes.  [laughs]  He drew your 
toes.
No.  You want to know why he drew them?  Well, 
there was a lady named Marguerite Lampkin.  Was 
it Marguerite?  Who was a southern lady, almost 
professionally southern.  She taught people how to do 
southern accents for Tennessee Williams’ movies and 
stuff.  [laughs]  Bill knew her because of doing something 
for Glamour.  Anyway, we were in New York.  We went 
to visit with Marguerite for some reason.  It was hotter 
than hell.  It was in July and we couldn’t get a cab.  We 
walked, I suppose about fifty blocks in the heat, where 
your shoe sticks into the asphalt because the asphalt has 
melted.  So we wound up visiting Marguerite. There was 
this guy named Andy there.  He was very quiet, and he was 
an artist.  I knew who he was, but he didn’t say very much.  
He kept drawing and drawing.  He had a pad, and he kept 
drawing, and drawing, and drawing.  When we got up, I 
looked down to see what he had been drawing, and he had 
been drawing my feet.
Your least favorite part!  [laughs]
Which had those pads for blisters on every toe!  I had those 
thick ones that look like doughnuts.  I thought that was 
terribly funny. 
You sure you don’t want some more water?  [laughs]  No?  
Well, how about a glass of gin?  [laughter]
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Lauren Hutton is a model and actress.

Lauren Hutton 
Photographed on a fall afternoon by Nicolas Wagner
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“HE WAS MYSTERIOUS
AND FUNNY, IN WAYS THAT 

DELIGHTED ME”
Lauren Hutton and Angelica Huston correspond via handwritten letters. 

They explore life, art and unwavering love.
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Anjelica Huston is an Academy Award winning actress and activist, with an amazing sense of self.

Anjelica Huston 
Photographed in New York City by Luke Gilford

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Pascale Poma using L’Oreal Professionnel / Make Up by Ingeborg using Dior

this page: cashmere sweater by The Wrights; custom silk tulle head piece stylist own
next page: vintage silk satin blouse by Yves Saint Laurent; patent leather and lambskin gloves by LaCrasia; black calla lily headpiece made exclusively by Amy Merrick
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Brooke Shields is an actress, model and author with a huge heart.

Brooke Shields 
Photographed by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Thanos Samaras for Marie Robinson Salon / Make Up by Ingeborg using Chanel SS 2013 / Manicure by Rachel Shim

wool tuxedo jacket with silk satin lapels vintage Yves Saint Laurent at Albright Fashion Library; satin and lace blouse by Kiki de Montparnasse; wool pencil skirt by Amelia Toro; 
duchess silk satin lurex piped bow tie (worn under lapels) by BOSIE New York; liquid gold pyramid clip earrings and gold brushed cuff bracelet by Alexis Bittar; stockings by Wolford
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this page: Depeche Mode Devotional Tour t-shirt (1993) stylist own; wool pencil skirt by Amelia Toro; Schlumberger Apollo ear clips in 18k gold with diamonds in platinum by Tiffany & Co
opposite page; wool dress by Zac Posen; brass body chain necklace by Bliss Lau
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Isabella Rossellini is a model, actress, director and writer.

Isabella Rossellini 
Photographed in the TriBeCa area of New York City by Nicolas Wagner

Ms. Rossellini wears a Casablanca Lily in her hair.
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THE POWER OF 
THE SPIRIT

Debbie Harry is a musician, actress and icon.

Debbie Harry receives a fax from Alissa Bennett. 
Debbie ponders her childhood memories and premonitions.
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Sigourney Weaver is an actress and environmentalist, with an enchanting voice.

Sigourney Weaver 
Photographed by Miguel Villalobos
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Grace Jones is an actress and musician.
I’m not changing my show, Freddie.

Grace Jones 
Photographed by Khary Simon
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Hello?
Hi, is this Amanda?
Yes, speaking.
It’s Mark Jacobs from CRUSH. I’m very 
excited to be speaking with you. Do you have a 
few moments?
Oh yes, yes, yes. If you want, we can do it now. 
Good idea. I’m in the South of France and I’m on 
tour at the moment. I’m doing a play and every 
day we are in a different city. So it’s difficult 

to pin me down because tomorrow I’m off to 
Bordeaux and then to Cannes. Next week we go 
to Marseilles and then to Nice. So, I have to do 
things by phone.
Where are you right now?
At the moment, I’m in my hotel. The good thing 
about the tour is that I check into the best hotel 
in town. The production pays for this. I’ve got 
a nice bedroom. I’ve got a chauffeur. I’ve got a 
driver. I’ve got a Mercedes. We go from city to 

The Amanda Lear story is so full of decadent cultural moments and sensational details 
that it can seem laced into a corset about to burst. The French icon, model, singer, actor, 
television presenter, novelist, confidante, muse and lover has existed as a phenomenon 
since her discovery by a Parisian modeling agency in 1965, if not before, as the specifics 
of her earliest years are cinematically unclear. Lear is something of a Forrestissima 
Gump, a compelling blonde beauty who finds herself intimately involved with fascinating 
people at times of change. She was a demimondaine of Swinging London, mixing with 
Beatles and Twiggies, before enmeshing with the surrealist painter Salvador Dali. She 
was once engaged to Bryan Ferry of Roxy Music; famously appearing on the cover of the 
band’s 1973 album For Your Pleasure, before then-boyfriend David Bowie encouraged 
her to disco stardom as the cavernous voice of “Fashion Pack (Studio 54)” and “Follow 
Me.” Lear inspired The Rolling Stones to write “Miss Amanda Jones” and was Joanna 
Lumley’s dress pattern for creating Patsy Stone on Absolutely Fabulous. “It’s very strange 
in life,” says the onetime Playboy model. “When you are the first one to do something, 
you’re always a pioneer. But you’re always too early, and so you are criticized. We are 
provocative and it’s, ‘Oh, my God! How dare she do this?’ And then you realize a few 
years later everybody is doing the same thing.”

Contemporary creatives from Riccardo Tisci of Givenchy to Andy Bell of Erasure carry 
on the adoration. Lear performed at Carine Roitfeld’s 2010 masked ball for the 90th 
anniversary of French Vogue. She was recognized in 2011, by D&G, with a series of 
graphic T-shirts that included a wearable image from her 1977 debut album “I Am a 
Photograph”; and she closed the Spring/Summer 2013 Jean Paul Gaultier show with a 
pink-sequined bodysuit reveal and then joined the designer for his bow—without her 
pink-sequined platform heels. “My fantasy is my priority,” she sings in the YouTube-
banned-and-then-unbanned video for her 2012 dance single “La Bête et la Belle” from her 
album I Don’t Like Disco. 

“The Queen of Chinatown” spoke with us by phone from a stop in her stage tour of Lady 
Oscar, in which she portrays an imperious fashion editor whose life comes undone. Lear 
is thrilled in the moment. “It’s just theater, theater now. This is the new love of my life,” 
she exults.

vintage leather jacket by Dior Homme by Hedi Slimane; cotton tank top by Rick Owens; leather trousers by Alexander McQueen; earrings her own

I NEVER
FEEL LONELY

Photographed in the 7th Arrondissement of Paris by Nicolas Wagner
Styling by Richard Aybar

Amanda Lear is a French actress, painter, singer, lyricist, composer, television personality and novelist.

Amanda Lear gets a call from Mark Jacobs to discuss Dali, disco and the love of the new generation.
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city. Sometimes I get a little lonely, so I like to hang out 
with the rest of the troupe. We go to restaurants or to the 
movies together. It’s a gypsy-like life. It reminds me of the 
days when I was touring with my music. That was thirty 
years ago. I had my troupe. I had my four dancers and my 
musicians. We went all over the world. I used to like very 
much the atmosphere of the tour. It’s like a family. We are 
all together. We have a good laugh together. We end up in a 
silly pizzeria together. It’s quite fun.
What are you wearing right now?
Right now, while I’m speaking to you? I’m wearing jeans. 
I’m always in jeans. I’m definitely a jeans girl. I cannot 
stand being in a dress like the proper ladies. No way. 
You’ll never make a Grace Kelly out of me. I have a lovely 
dress from Givenchy. Riccardo Tisci adores me. Jean Paul 
Gaultier loves me. They give me those wonderful dresses 
for free. I wear them now and then, but the minute I wear 
a dress, I feel like a lady. I’m not comfortable. I feel much 
more comfortable when I wear an old pair of jeans and 
boots and that’s it. 
When did you realize that your life was extraordinary?
Never. [laughs] I don’t think my life is so extraordinary. 
It’s just fortune...destiny. I didn’t plan anything. Most of 
the girls in showbiz plan. They go to an acting school or 
a music school and they plan everything and they have a 
career plan. Not me. I was a fashion model in London for 
Ossie Clark in the ‘60s, and then completely by chance 
in the ‘70s, I met Bryan Ferry, and we went on to do the 
cover of Roxy Music, and then Elton John and then David 
Bowie. David Bowie was the first one who actually paid 
for my singing classes and my dancing lessons and he 
put me under contract. But all this was completely fate. 
It wasn’t planned at all and I never expected to have any 
success with my first record. Nobody expected that a girl 
with a voice like me, nice and deep, would have any kind 
of influence in the world of music. 
Why do you think all of this happened to you and not to 
someone else?
I don’t know. [laughs] I think it’s a question of being in the 
right time at the right place. It’s complete fate. I was just 
there in London when it was the days of Ziggy Stardust 
and David Bowie, Rocky Horror Picture Show and Roxy 
Music. Later on, I happened to be at the right time at the 
right place in Italy when it was launching all the new 
television. I happened to be at the right time at the right 
place in France when it was the days of Givenchy and 
high fashion. It’s just a question of being there. Honestly, 
nothing is planned at all. I was also on the New York scene 
in the days of Andy Warhol, every night at Max’s Kansas 
City with Nico and Gerard Malanga and Paul Morrissey. 
It was a question of luck to be there. I don’t know where 

to purchase the hair of Salvador Dali’s mustache. Dali was 
very superstitious, like all artists. He thought that Yoko 
Ono was a bit of a witch. He heard that you could put a 
spell on people, make magic — black magic — with their 
hair or fingernails. He said, ‘I’m not going to give one of 
my mustache hairs to this woman. She might put a spell on 
me. So we’re going to trick her, and we’re going to sell her 
fake hair.’ So he sent me into the garden to pick up a bit of 
grass. There was a flower growing in the garden, with a bit 
of grass which was all dried up and could perhaps pass as 
the hair from his mustache. We put it in a lovely little box 
and presented it like it was the real hair. And I think she 
bought it, I don’t know, for a thousand dollars or something 
like that. Dali, of course, adored doing this. He always 
enjoyed tricking people and making fun of them. [laughs] 
He’d say, ‘Can you imagine? She paid for fake hair.’ That 
amused him very much. He wasn’t very honest, I must say. 
Let’s apologize to Yoko Ono.
Do you consider yourself a feminist?
No, I don’t think I’m a feminist. It’s just that I was a 
completely liberated woman long before it all started. 
It’s quite funny that nowadays all the girls are running to 
Victoria’s Secret to buy bras and suspender belts when 
forty years ago they were desperate to burn them. ‘Hey, we 
want to be free.’ Nowadays, of course, nobody wants to be 
free. We’re desperately looking for real men, which is not 
so easy to find.
Your drive is so impressive.
Everybody says that to me. They say, ‘My God, you’ve got 
so much energy! What are you taking? Are you drinking 
Red Bull or whatever?’ No, it’s just energy. I can’t sit still. 
It’s very difficult for me. I love to think. I love to dance. 
I love to act. I love to sing. I don’t know. It’s good to be 
creative. The minute I go on a holiday, I’m real bored.
What kind of friend is Amanda Lear?
I’m a Scorpio. I’m very loyal to my friends. That is sacred 
to me. When somebody betrays my friendship, it’s very 
difficult to forgive. It’s true. I’m a little hard. It’s very 
important that I can totally rely on my friends, on the 
people around me, on the people that I collaborate with. 
It’s a very small circle. I’ve got only three or four very 
close friends that I can rely on. But most of the time, I’m 
really very happy by myself. God, I’m so pleased to be 
by myself. When everybody complains about loneliness, 
‘Oh my God, I’m so lonely,’ I say, ‘Bless you that you are 
alone. Thank God you are alone.’ Your husband divorced 
you? Well, thank God. You have money now. You can do 
what you want. Your children are grown up? Good. You’re 
free. You don’t have to cook for them anymore. It’s so 
wonderful to be alone, not to have to care for anybody, just 
for yourself. Honestly, I cannot understand people who 

I should be now. I should be somewhere else, somewhere 
sitting with you having a coffee. [laughs] But at the 
moment, I’m on tour.
What was your most surreal Dali experience?
The meeting was surreal, because I never liked Dali in 
the first place. I was in art school in Paris. I used to love 
painting and I was mad for Picasso. I didn’t like Dali’s 
painting at all. I thought Dali’s painting was frightening, 
all of these nightmares. But anyway, I met him completely 
by chance after a fashion show I was doing in Paris for 
Paco Rabanne. After the show I was all made up and 
going out with my boyfriend, Brian Jones of the Rolling 
Stones. We went to this club and Salvador Dali was sitting 
there and he asked to meet us because he was a bit of a 
groupie and somebody told him, ‘this is one of the Rolling 
Stones.’ So they introduced us and Dali said to me, ‘ah, 
you are a fashion model? Oh, yes. You have the most 
beautiful skeleton I have ever seen.’ I thought that was a 
kind of compliment no one had ever paid to me before. 
He told me that I have a good skeleton, a face like a death 
mask. People tell me I’m beautiful, I’ve got long legs, 
I’ve got beautiful hair. But they never told me ‘you’ve 
got a beautiful skeleton.’ [laughs] I didn’t like him very 
much. I didn’t like his entourage, all the ridiculous people 
around him. And then the next day, he called me and we 
had lunch. This time it was another man. It was like Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. I met the public Dali and he was not 
very pleasant. I met the private Dali tête-à-tête over lunch 
and he was wonderful. He was sweet, he was adorable, 
he was full of humor, he was attentive. He was fabulous! 
And I fell madly in love when I met the real Dali. That 
was the beginning of a long, long affair that lasted sixteen, 
seventeen years. I was never married to him but I keep 
talking about Dali because he was so important in my life. 
It’s always a pleasure to mention Dali and to try to explain 
what a great man he was. And because he was so famous, 
all the world wanted to meet him. So it was a little like 
hanging out with a pop star. Sometimes I had the feeling I 
was hanging around with Elvis Presley because everybody 
wanted to meet Dali — the musicians, the Rolling Stones, 
the Beatles, Jimi Hendrix, Alice Cooper, Andy Warhol and 
the painters, [cellist Mstislav] Rostropovich, Onassis. The 
whole world was going to the Hotel Meurice in Paris to 
meet Dali, to have a photograph taken with him. Therefore, 
I met all of those incredible people. I would never, never 
in my life dream of having the opportunity of running into 
those people.
Yoko Ono purchased his mustache hair?
Yoko Ono thought it was quite funny to offer it as a present 
to John Lennon and so Peter Brown, who was then the 
manager of the Beatles, called us and said that he wanted 

feel lonely. It’s impossible nowadays to feel lonesome. 
Everybody’s got television, cinema. Walk in the park. Look 
at the birds in the tree. Look at the flowers. You cannot be 
lonely. That’s something I don’t understand. Personally, I 
never feel lonely.
You nave a new generation of fans.
I did a show for Jean Paul Gaultier two months ago. The 
theme was disco music so he wanted me absolutely to be 
the star. Gloria Gaynor is too fat and Donna Summer is 
dead, so there was only me left. [laughs] They say I’m an 
icon. They say, ‘Amanda Lear, she’s still there. She’s tall. 
She’s thin. She has a sense of dressing.’ I say, ‘No, I’m just 
able to survive.’ Everybody else is dead, probably. That’s 
why. I’ve always been interested in the fashion world since 
I was a model forty years ago. I always thought it was so 
creative to be a fashion designer. It’s incredibly difficult 
to come up with new ideas, with a new look every two 
months, every season. It’s very tough on them. I admire 
them like I admire all creative people. It’s wonderful. 
That’s why they like me. They say I’m a source of 
inspiration to them. I don’t know why though.
What is it like to make love with Amanda Lear?
Amanda:  Ah, well, I don’t know. It’s quite an experience. 
[laughs] There have been a lot of good-looking young men 
who were very pleased. I’m over sixty and I walk the street 
and all those young kids, some of them are nineteen and 
twenty-one; they say to me, ‘Amanda, you’re good, you’re 
great,’ or ‘you’re so sexy.’ I say, ‘But why don’t you go 
out with a girl your age?’ ‘Oh, no. You are so much sexier, 
full of experience and your mouth,” and this and that. It’s 
a great surprise. That ‘cougar’ phenomenon — it looks 
like they discovered it three or four years ago with Demi 
Moore. But it’s always been there. We didn’t need Demi 
Moore to invent the word ‘cougar,’ or Sex and the City. 
I’ve always been a cougar. I’ve always liked younger men 
and younger men always like elderly women. It’s always 
been like this. The older woman is more experienced. 
She dresses better. She knows exactly what to do in bed. 
She makes them feel like men, powerful, and the young 
men love it. Later on, perhaps, they will marry a younger 
woman and have children. But let’s say that their first 
sexual experience should be with me. [laughs]
Thank you so much for speaking with us!
It was great talking to you. I hope we meet sometime when 
you come to Paris.
I would love that. Have a wonderful day.
Thank you, darling. Bye-bye.
Bye-bye.

I really didn’t feel emotional last night.
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MARILYN
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Marilyn Minter, Gossip, 2012, C Print, Courtesy of Salon 94, New York
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Marilyn Minter, Blue Streak, 2012, C Print, Courtesy of Salon 94, New York
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MAX
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Photographed by Maxime Ballesteros
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COUNTERCULTURE
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I wanted to talk to you about the things that 
you and I have in common: these fetishes or 
crushes we both have on these strange, intense, 
outsiders whose lives are totally enmeshed with 
their art. People like Unica Zurn, Tiny Tim, 
Anita Berber, Bruno Schulz, Bruce Haack and 
Joe Meek. I know why I’m drawn to them and 
I guess you’re drawn to them in the same way.
Yeah, the same way. I always have been. Maybe 
because I’m like them…and so are you. You can 
only understand what you already know in this 
life…I think. You recognize your own. With some 
of these people, like Joe Meek for instance, it’s 
nothing to do with whether they achieved great 
successes in their lives, in the way we think of 
success. Most of them didn’t. That’s the fate of the 
outsider and the misunderstood. And at the same 
time, I’ve learned great lessons from these artists 
we know and most people—the masses—haven’t. 
These artists have taught me to stay real to myself. 
I have just one thorn in my side, the acting, which 
I do mostly nowadays for a living. I’ve never been 
ambitious, but I’ve grown even less ambitious. If I 
could, I would just direct a movie every ten years, 
whenever a story that means something came to 
my mind, and maybe act in a movie every five 
years. But, at the same time, I can’t. So I feel as 
if I’m compromising my integrity as an artist. But 
what is an “artist” anyway? It’s such a trite word. 
I’m embarrassed to even say it.
But there are all those great actors, who 
thought of acting in the same way, as just a job. 
Like Kinski, who famously claimed the work 
he did was shit and he just did it for the money. 
But at the same time, you could watch Kinski 
act in anything and just be totally absorbed. 
So surely, if you’re true to yourself in the work 
that you do, then it doesn’t necessarily matter 
what the movie is.
Yes...and no. I mean, some of the movies I’ve 
done in the past few years required nothing from 
me and they became just jobs. Before, at least 

I felt some magic sometimes. But I haven’t felt 
that magic in so long, because the movies just 
aren’t good. At the same time, I learned to be very 
grateful that I was even working. And I don’t 
consider myself a good actress at all. It doesn’t 
mean anything to be a good actor, but it means a 
lot to be in a good movie. 
Acting itself just isn’t creative. It really isn’t. You 
get to learn things, technical things, like learning 
to play the cello, or ride a horse…even sword-
fighting. You get to be in the same shot with a 
bear or have a snake between your legs. Things 
that you don’t get to do in a normal life. But is all 
of that enough? Are you connected? No. To me, 
it’s just the surface of things. I don’t feel it inside 
of me. It’s not satisfying and I’m not satisfied 
doing it.
I’ve been obsessed with watching Pierre 
Clementi’s movies recently. Do you know him? 
He has a similar intensity to Kinski; almost a 
kind of madness.
Yes, yes, I know a bit; not everything. I was 
talking with my friend, Jean Baptiste-Mondino, 
and maybe you gave me something too, images or 
something…or a link. 
I sent you an article about his life with extracts 
from the memoir he wrote in prison in Italy, 
while serving time for a drug bust. I was 
captivated by him from the first time I ever 
saw him in a movie, even though I had no 
idea who he was; this beautiful weirdo who 
looked so mean and feral. Have you ever seen 
Bertolucci’s Partner? He’s in that.
Partner? I wonder what it was called in Italian.
It’s about a lecturer who teaches theater and 
reads obsessively from the Artaud text: The 
Theater and Its Double. Then he meets his 
double - his doppelgänger, who personality-
wise, is the polar opposite of him. The lecturer 
is a shy, introverted loner. His double is 
lascivious and bold. So, through his double, he 
is able to enact all of his private fantasies: of 

WE WHO 
ARE NOT

AS OTHERS
Asia Argento and Chris Campion discuss their obsessions.

Photographed in Rome by Jacopo Benassi
Styling by Richard Aybar / Hair and Make Up by Antonio Pruno 

Asia Argento is an actress, musician, writer and director. 

dress by Alaïa; earrings by Delfina Delettrez
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romance, of retribution and of murder. You realize very 
quickly that he’s completely insane. Clementi plays 
both roles in the film, so he’s playing against himself…
and he’s quite brilliant.
Was that Bertolucci’s first movie? 
No. It was from ’68.
Is that the one by Moravia? 
No, a Dostoyevsky story, The Double. You’re thinking of 
The Conformist.
Yeah…set in Italy. Have you read the book? 
The book of The Conformist? No.
Oh my God, I became obsessed. I’ve read all of Moravia’s 
books. For a while, I could only read him. His writing is so 
concise and poignant and visionary, but visually visionary. 
No wonder there have been so many movies from his 
books. I get shivers just mentioning his writing. These are 
the books that people in high school should read because 
they teach you about alienation and what people really feel, 
especially at that age. People dismiss him because he was a 
bestselling writer, but all of his books are magnificent. My 
God, what a writer. You would love him.
What you just said, about alienation, refers back to this 
obsession with outsiders.
Yes, exactly. I remember when I was in school and being 
so different. Luckily, from fifteen to seventeen, I went to 
this particular school called ‘the New School’: a British 
high school that had a different approach, because it was 
founded in the ‘70s by these really progressive teachers. 
This school was great because it had classes of eight 
people. So even if you were alienated, at the same time 
you learned to be part of the group, as an outsider. Where 
before, I remember in my life, in the whole of my life, 
there was always this feeling of rejection from everyone. 
In my youth, I would become friends with people and try 
to be part of a their group and I would be rejected. We 
would meet in this park and smoke reefer, or whatever, 
and one day they would tell me, “You’re not welcome here 
anymore.” 
I can relate to that. The same thing happened to me 
when I was a kid. I would always be a part of a group 
and then I would get thrown out or picked on, or 
whatever. It was probably partly due to my innate 
shyness, or being too trusting, or not really seeing the 
bad in people… I don’t know what it was. But it took 
me such a long time to be able to figure out that it 
wasn’t a bad thing; this thing that made me different 
and not able to fit into the mainstream of life.
Yeah, and that it was my strength. But it takes maturity. 
And also if you’re lucky enough to find some people who 
understand you, especially through your work, and you’re 

appreciated…all of a sudden your weaknesses become 
your strengths. All of a sudden, what the people were 
laughing at me for, and making fun of me for, and rejecting 
me for; that’s what people liked about me. Some people 
will always hate those things about me and that’s why I’m 
still a reject, especially in my own country. I think that’s 
my fate. But to those fuckers in the park who told me one 
day, “You’re not welcome here anymore”, I’ll be grateful 
for the rest of my life, because they saved my life. I 
became more introspective. I started writing a lot. I started 
reading, which I’ve always done, but even more. Thanks 
to those bourgeois, stupid sons of bitches, I am what I am. 
Thanks to the rejection. And what I am today, I’m okay 
with it really. But I couldn’t accept it when I was young.
I don’t think I really began to feel a kinship until I 
started to pursue this path that I’m on, which is to 
indulge my obsessions with these particular characters, 
these outsiders. The real breakthrough was meeting Joe 
Coleman, who’s such an inspirational figure. Meeting 
him felt very privileged, like being granted an audience 
with Bosch or Goya. That opened up an entire world 
for me. Suddenly, I was able to make these connections 
with people who were of interest to me, people who I 
had always looked up to, I guess. I’d never met artists 
before. The first artist I really met was Lydia Lunch. 
She changed my life in so many ways because, up to 
that point—I was 21 or 22—I’d never met an artist. 
I didn’t know what artists did. She was somebody I 
knew about and respected. And meeting people like her 
changed my life and put me into a different space.
Yeah, I think the same thing happened to me. Joe was 
in the first movie I wrote. I was drawn to his work and 
obsessed with him…and to find this fusional friendship 
and communication with someone that spoke the same 
language… When I started doing my own work, all of 
these other artists I had admired were drawn to me all of a 
sudden. It was very strange. You introduced me to Lydia, 
whom I had always admired. Then I met Genesis P-Orridge 
and all of these other incredible artists who were outsiders, 
whom I’d always admired…and they were drawn to me 
because I was part of the gang also. And all of a sudden, 
I wasn’t alone anymore. Sometimes I still feel alone, if I 
ever—which I don’t—listen to what people have to say to 
me about me, especially in Italy. I feel incredibly alone and 
[there’s still] this feeling of being misunderstood, which 
is, by the way, the title of the new movie I’ve written [to 
direct]. I’ll always have this feeling deep inside of me. 
But at the same time, it’s my strength…and all it takes is 
having four or five people speak the same language, and 
then you’re not alone.
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vintage silk gown and lace blouse by Givenchy; bracelet by Paco Rabanne
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silver lurex top and skirt by Rick Owens; necklace and micromosaic
ring by Delfina Delettrez; rings Asia’s own
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satin printed top, chiffon blouse and leather boots by Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci; micromosaicring by Delfina Delettrez
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satin printed dress, top and jumper (worn on head) by Glenn Martens: chain mesh dress by Manish Arora; skeleton manchette by Delfina Delettrezgown by Maison Martin Margiela; silk blouse (worn underneath) and cummerbund (worn as hat) by Haider Ackermann; earring (right) by Sonia Boyajian; earring (left) by Delfina Delettrez
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Kim Gordon is a musician, artist and rock goddess.    

Kim Gordon 
Photographed in Brooklyn, New York by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Jessica Dell / Hair by Ahbi Nishman using Osis / Make Up by Pascale Poma using Dior

wool coat by Marc Jacobs, trapeze ring by Bliss Lau
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previous page: vintage wool smoking jacket and velvet trousers by Yves Saint Laurent at Amarcord, vintage timepiece by Nixon
this page: vintage tuxedo wrap dress by Harvé Benard at Amarcord, trapeze ring by Bliss Lau, citroen ring (left hand) by Pamela Love, signet ring by Maniamania (right hand)
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Chloë Sevigny is an actress and designer.

Chloë Sevigny 
Photographed in New York City by Marcelo Krasilcic

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Thanos Samaras for Marie Robinson Salon / Make Up by Ingeborg using Dior

cotton cut out top by Opening Ceremony; silk-cotton faille lace print bow tie by BOSIE New York; cotton bra (worn underneath) by Passion Bait; jeans by Diesel Black Gold; leather shoes by Marissa Webb
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silk jumpsuit by Vivienne Westwood Anglomania; cotton bra (worn underneath) by Passion Bait; ring her own
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neoprene corset top by Zero + Maria Cornejo
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Nomi Ruiz is a musician and a phenomenal performer.

Nomi Ruiz 
Photographed in Brooklyn, New York by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair and Make Up by Phoenix Golden using MAC Cosmetics and DoshaCare Skincare / Manicure by Rachel Shim

cotton shirt by Jean Paul Gaultier; beaded mask with cotton tie by Julia Clancey
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NOMI silk satin dress by Roomeur; onyx plated silver necklace by Lømo
next page; stockings by Wolford
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stripe bandage dress by Hervé Léger; Swarovski crystal and pearl mask and beaded neckpiece by Julia Clancey; ring her own
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Silva Prada is an artist. Kim Ann Foxman is a musician. They both are the two most generous people in New York City.

Silvia Prada and Kim Ann Foxman 
Photographed by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Ahbi Nishman using Osis / Make Up by Pascale Poma using Dior

Silvia (left) wears coated cotton vest and cotton dress (worn underneath) by Titania Inglis.  Kim (right) wears coated cotton jacket by Tatiana Ingles; silver necklace by TomTom by Elena Howell.
Where is John Draper?

Grace Jones Hurricane Tour t-shirt (2013) stylist own; vintage leather biker jacket custom studded by BESS; silver necklace by TomTom by Elena Howell.
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Béatrice Dalle is still best known for her first film, Jean-Jacques Beineix’s Betty Blue (1986), a cult movie. Since then, she has been regarded as one of France’s most 
desirable icons and has appeared in dozens of full length feature films, with directors such as Jim Jarmush, Abel Ferrara, Claire Denis, Suwa Nobuhiro, Virginie 

Despentes, Michael Haneke, Olivier Assayas and Christophe Honoré.

Béatrice Dalle 
Photographed in Paris by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Richard Aybar / Hair by Jean Charles Bachelier / Make Up by Magali Ceyrat Plasson using day cream and lip balm by Erborian

cashmere wool sweater by Hun Rick Owens; jewelry her own
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How do you feel about questions regarding 
your origin and influences within your Arabic 
background? 
I’m especially interested in your decision to 
sing in Arabic, which strangely enough, I’m 
able to emotionally understand without even 
knowing the language! I find it to be a very 
guttural, evocative language and feel that to 
sing in it must be extremely physical.  Do you 
sing in Arabic because it stirs your soul in a 
new way of interpretation?  I mean, do you 
ever feel so alive, as when you sing in French 
or English; and if so, is it the shape of the 
language or the actual sound of the words that 
cause you to feel attached to it?
I’ve personally always dreamed of being able 
to sing in Arabic.  As I listen to you and hear 
so much emotion and connection in each line, 
I know your music cannot fail to move the 
listener. 
Asmahan, the Lebanese-Syrian singer, was very 
beautiful; dramatic voice and presence. She 
drowned in the Nile in 1944 at a very young age 
[car accident at age 26].  The first time I heard 
her voice [old recordings] was in 1998, in a night 
club called B018.  I had a school band in Beirut 
back then.  We were teenagers; singing cover 

songs from Portishead, Bjork, Fiona Apple and 
so on.  This was a few years after the end of the 
Lebanese civil war.  Beirut had been severely 
damaged; the streets were still dark…ghostly, 
buildings were devastated and there were still 
electricity cuts [power outages] all the time. But 
we were starting to live again…go out. Bars 
opened, restaurants opened, etcetera. There was 
a particular ambiance to those days; a weird 
mélange [combination] of despair and hope. 
I was a rebellious teenager; a very angry 
one.  Don’t forget, I came from a post-war 
generation. We lived through lots of [disruption] 
and unjustified pain.  Asmahan’s voice and 
music was a revelation; I look at it as a spiritual 
encounter.  It consoled my soul and was healing 
to my heart.  It became an obsession and I started 
searching for her old recordings.  Then I started 
collecting lots of old recordings from old artists 
all over the Arab world and I found my dealers in 
town; small shops, old Arabic music lovers... 
So, the desire to sing in Arabic came to me 
naturally…instinctively.  In 1998, almost by 
accident, I formed the first underground Arabic 
singing band, Soapkills, with Zeid Hamdan.  It 
wasn’t easy; we never censored our work or 
words, and we had no desire to fit the general 

Beirut-born Yasmine Hamdan is an author, composer and singer. After spending much of 
her childhood in the Gulf countries and Greece, she returned to Beirut in 1990 where she 
completed high school and went on to study psychology.

In 1997, she partnered with fellow musician Zeid Hamdan and formed the music group, 
Soapkills. Their underground music became the soundtrack of the lives of post-war 
Arabic youth.  Between 1998 and 2005, Soapkills released three studio albums and one 
live album.

Yasmine co-founded the music duo Y.A.S. in 2007, with electronic music producer Mirwais 
Ahmadzaï, composer of Madonna’s album‚ Music. Yasmine and Mirwais released the 
album Arabology in 2009, under the Universal Music label.

Yasmine’s debut solo album, written and produced in collaboration with Marc Collin 
(Nouvelle Vague), is scheduled for worldwide release in April 2013, under the Crammed 
Records label.  Yasmine is also featured in Jim Jarmusch’s upcoming film, Only Lovers 
Left Alive.

Below, writer Angela McCluskey sits down with Yasmine to discuss her life and her art.

pleated lamé top by Anthony Vaccarello, high-waisted brief by Hanro

I’VE ACTUALLY ALWAYS
FELT DISPLACED

Photographed in Paris by Nicolas Wagner
Styling by Richard Aybar / Hair by Thierry Degrave / Make Up by Hugo Villard

Yasmine Hamdan is a musician, living in Paris. 

Yasmine Hamdan speaks to Angela McClusky about her music and life.
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consensus of how Arabic music should sound, or be sung, 
etcetera.  We had people following us, but we also had to 
deal with lots of conservatism, and  sometimes censorship, 
on both sides; in the west too, because we didn’t sound 
“Arabic enough”, or didn’t fit the world music format, 
which I found quite discriminating.  Now I look back and 
can say that it was hard, but also exciting; because it felt 
like we were waging a just [honorable, righteous] war.
What are your earliest musical memories?  When did 
you realize; “Ah, this will be my life?”
I was a very shy kid, but I always knew I would be a singer 
and would be doing music.  It was my secret dream.  My 
father loved classical and Arabic music.  He used to wake 
us up with Bach flute solos every morning. 
I read that the reputation of Arabs around the world 
upsets you.  What do you feel would be a more fair 
representation [of Arabs] for the world to really see?  
And it’s hard to escape this question… how do you feel 
about the plight of women within the Arab world?  Do 
you think the overall opinion that they are treated in 
a less-than-equal manner is a true statement, or is this 
also an unfair judgment toward the Arabic way of life? 
Yes, women’s rights is an issue within the Arab world.  
But it hasn’t always been as extreme as it is now.  We are 
definitely going through a difficult time and some of it has 
to do with the men in our societies wanting to control the 
women.  I think part of it is fear, and it’s very much related 
to power of course.  And [oddly] enough…or maybe 
not… many times the women themselves are the ones 
imposing and perpetuating these rules onto each other.  It’s 
like collaborating under occupation. [smile]
But I don’t want what I’m saying to sound like a 
radical condemnation.  If you think about it, women are 
discriminated against in so many other places and in so 
many ways.  To be fair, many values in our Arabic societies 
tend to protect them [women].  Also, we need to put things 

politically or socially provocative, and serve a cathartic 
need I have.  In all cases, the words need to come from 
somewhere near the heart.  I try to pick the right words 
with the right meanings, but [words] that also fit well with 
the music. 
In general, how do you feel about the women who 
inspire you, who inspire your soul when you’re feeling 
sad?  Are they musicians, writers, artists…or a 
combination of many? 
By connecting to other artists, you also learn a lot about 
yourself and who you want to become, right?  I’m very 
grateful to people who saved my life; artists, writers and 
singers.  I consider them to be my spiritual family.  It’s 
a free-love relationship with no boundaries, no ties.  But, 
I have to say that I feel responsible to them.  I try not to 
become lazy.
Are you happy living in Paris?  How does it affect your 
music and way of life?  Do you ever feel displaced, like 
you should be somewhere else?
Funny question.  Yes, I’ve actually always felt displaced.  
I’ve never felt “this is my home” anywhere [I’ve lived].  
But it’s okay.  It gives me the feeling that I’m on an 
adventure; sometimes fun and sometimes difficult.  I love 
to travel and I fantasize about changing my life at any time.  
It makes life seem more romantic.  Yes, Paris is a beautiful 
city.  It really inspires me and I’m completely francophone 
[French-speaking].  I’ve been very much influenced by 
French literature and art.
Were you happy with your last record?  Personally, 
I’ve been listening to it nonstop since you gave it to 
me.  It’s almost a description of my life in wintery New 
York; fire glowing, you singing and rain falling…utter 
perfection. 
The last record that did that for me was by Olafur 
Arnalds, an Icelandic composer. I became so familiar 
with every sound. It felt like my story, but that’s what 

into perspective; the Arab world is stuck in the middle of 
some complex disputes.  The region has been colonized, 
infiltrated and instrumentalized; and this has had a huge 
impact on societies and [people’s] mentalities, and has also 
led to their regression to aggressive behaviors. 
But, going back to our women in the Arab world; if you 
watch Egyptian movies from the 1950’s or 1960’s, you’ll 
notice how erotic some scenes were, and how permissive 
societies were toward women back then.  I recently saw 
a documentary made by a very good Syrian filmmaker in 
the 1980’s; about sexuality in Egypt.  You’d be shocked to 
see how interesting their discourse is; how naturally these 
women (from all social backgrounds) talk about pleasure 
and sexual issues. 
How autobiographical are your lyrics?  Are they 
[original lyrics] a poetic outlet you feel is essential to 
your music?  Or do you feel equally as happy singing 
and reinterpreting other people’s lyrics, i.e. old ballads 
and folk songs?
I love both.  I collect very old Arabic music from all 
over the region; Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Kuwait, Iraq, 
Soudan, etcetera.  I’m very much inspired by local artists, 
especially the dead ones!  They are my ghostly family.  
When I reinterpret an existing song, I usually transform 
it entirely…it becomes mine. It’s very satisfying and 
enjoyable.  I suddenly feel I’ve become richer, with a new 
capital…a new song. [smile]
I’m extremely fast when composing.  For me, [creating] 
the music is like working on a sculpture.  It can take any 
shape and can transform any time.  But writing [lyrics] 
takes more effort for me, because I need to [be in the right 
space], connected with my thoughts.  I go through several 
phases; from pleasure to frustration.  Yes, my lyrics can 
be autobiographical; or at least related to my feelings, 
fantasies, desires, frustrations - perversions sometimes - 
or humor, and so on and so forth.  But, they can also be 

music should do for the listener… allow them to find 
their own story within [the music].  I think you do 
it brilliantly well; singing to the listener in a foreign 
language. 
Congratulations for staying true to your heart and not 
giving in to the pressure to sing in English. I would have 
never found your story if you had! 
We met for this one night in New York City, but I hope 
one day we can stand in a studio or on a stage and make 
music together.  Maybe you can teach me a song and 
I will teach you native Gaelic or the language of my 
ancestors, which is Moorish and Arabic.  You only have 
to listen to great singers like Patsy Cline, Elizabeth 
Frazer or Sinead - to hear the influence that the Arabic 
culture brought to us centuries ago.
Wow, I didn’t know that!  If you listen to old south Indian 
recordings, you’ll be shocked how much they resemble 
the Arabic ones; and Somalian music is based on Chinese 
scales.  I find it so funny!  How did it happen?  I was 
listening to Elizabeth Frazer a lot when I started recording 
this album.  I love her melodies.  She explores weird 
sounds and beautiful textures; and I love the idea that she 
invents her own language.  I wish people would just listen 
to my voice and forget about the meaning [of the words] 
if they don’t know Arabic.  Getting the emotion is what’s 
really important.  I’ve been collaborating with many 
beautiful artists; each one helped me to bring multiple 
personalities to the music.  I wanted this new album to be 
haunted by all of the musicians I listen to, who influence 
me.  I’m really happy with it and I very much enjoyed the 
work we did in the studio with Marc Collin.  It was very 
enjoyable and I think you can feel it on the album.  Angela, 
thank you so much for your intelligent questions. They 
seemed to come straight from your heart. You are very 
inspiring. Next time we meet, you’ll take me out and I’ll 
teach you an Arabic song from the past.
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printed silk dress by Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci
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shearling coat by Alexander McQueen; belt and cuffs by Petteri Hemmilä
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beaded and embroidered lace dress by Roberto Cavalli; boots by Maison des Talons
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Siouxsie Sioux is a singer, songwriter and sound innovator.

Siouxsie Sioux 
Photographed by Miguel Villalobos
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Michèle Lamy is a maverick.

Michèle Lamy 
Photographed in Paris, before her performance, by Alessandra d’Urso
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Dorothée Perret is the Editor-in-Chief of Paris-LA.

Dorothée Perret 
Photographed in Los Angeles by Daniel Trese
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NY REPRESENTS
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Zana Bayne is a designer and artist, based in New York City. One can feel her energy from across a room.

Zana Bayne 
Photographed by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair and Make Up by Pascale Poma using L’Oreal Professionnel

leather chevron harness by Zana Bayne; satin bustier by Chantelle; custom PVC skirt by Jessica McNear
They’re not gonna arrest me for that.
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Michelle Harper is a muse.

Michelle Harper 
Photographed in Chelsea by Miguel Villalobos

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Thanos Samaras for REDKEN / Make Up by Cedric Jolivet

silk crepe back satin gown by Zac Posen; gold and silver plated temple necklace and gold micromosaic ring with black & white diamonds and agate by Delfina Delettrez
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Camilla Deterre is a model and actress, living in New York City.

Camilla Deterre 
Photographed by Curtis Kulig

Look it up.
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Lizzi Bougatsos is a musician and artist, based in New York City. She can charm anyone.

Lizzi Bougatsos 
Photographed by Jason Rodgers

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair and Make Up by Pascale Poma using L’Oreal Professionnel

leather dress by Narciso Rodriguez; cotton gauze top (worn underneath) by Opening Ceremony; wool felt hat by Patricia Underwood; silk headscarf and necklace her own
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Theodora Sopko is a fashion and art enthusiast.

Theodora Sopko 
Photographed by Miguel Villalobos

cotton hooded shirt by Y-3, limited edition sterling silver cuff by 1-100, ring her own

Amy Odell is a writer and editor, based in New York City.

Amy Odell 
Photographed by Nicolas Wagner

Styling by Shala Rothenberg / Hair by Thanos Samaras for REDKEN / Make Up by Ingeborg using Dr. Perricone and Bite Beauty

silk dress and cotton-lycra bra (worn underneath) by Katie Gallagher; geometric brass necklace by Bliss Lau; bracelet and rings her own
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Martina Arfwidson and Gun Nowak share a bond in their family and in their business, FACE Stockholm.

Martina Arfwidson and Gun Nowak 
Photographed in Upstate New York by Jason Rodgers
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Ladyfag is a writer, performer and artist with an intoxicating personality.

Ladyfag
Photographed in her home by Miguel Villalobos

Hair and Make Up by Ahbi Nishman using Osis and Kevyn Aucoin

single commission sterling silver necklace and limited edition sterling cuff by 1-100
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1-100 / one-onehundred.com
Agent Provaocateur / agentprovocateur.com
Alaïa / alaia.fr
Alexander McQueen / alexandermcqueen.com
Alexis Bittar / alexisbittar.com
Amarcord / amarcordvintagefashion.com
Amelia Toro / ameliatoro.com
Amy Merrick / amymerrick.com
BOSIE New York / bosienewyork.com
Bliss Lau / blisslau.com
Cast of Vices / castofvices.com
Chromat / chromatgarments.com
Delfina Delettrez / delfinadelettrez.com
Diesel Black Gold / dieselblackgold.com
Donna Karan / donnakaran.com
Fogal / fogal.com
Givenchy / givenchy.com
Glenn Martens / glennmartens.com
Haider Ackermann / haiderackermann.be
Hervé Léger / herveleger.com
Houghton / houghtonnyc.com
Jean Paul Gaultier / jeanpaulgaultier.com
Jil Sander Navy / jilsandernavy.com
Julia Clancey / juliaclancey.com
Katie Gallagher / katiegallagher.com
Kiki de Montparnasse / kikidm.com
LaCrasia Gloves / lacrasiagloves.com
LD Tuttle / ldtuttle.com
Lomo / owennyc.com
Louis Vuitton / louisvuitton
Maison Martin Margiela / maisonmartinmargiela.com
Maniamania / themaniamania.com
Manish Arora / manisharora.ws
Manolo Blahnik / manoloblahnik.com
Marc Jacobs / marcjacobs.com
Marissa Webb / marissa-webb.com
Marlies Dekkers / marliesdekkers.com
Max Mara / maxmara.com
Narciso Rodriguez / narcisorodriguez.com
Nicholas Kirkwood / nicholaskirkwood.com
Nicole Romano / nicoleromano.com
Opening Ceremony / openingceremony.us
Osklen / osklen.com
Paco Rabanne / pacorabanne.com
Pamela Love / pamelalovenyc.com
Passion Bait / passionbait.com
Patricia Underwood / patriciaunderwood.com
Ralph Lauren / ralphlauren.com
It’s reductive 
Reed Krakoff / reedkrakoff.com
Remarque / remarquestore.com
Rick Owens / rickowens.eu
Roomeur / roomeur.com
Sacai / sacai.jp
SOH / soh-ny.com
Sonia Boyajian / soniabstyle.com
Tabor & Villalobos / one-onehundred.com
Tess Giberson / tessgiberson.com
The Wrights / thewrightscollection.com
Tiffany & Co / tiffany.com
Titania Inglis / titaniainglis.com
Tom Tom Jewelry / tomtomjewelry.com
Wolford / wolfordshop.com
Y-3 / y-3store.com
Yves Saint Laurent / ysl.com
Zac Posen / zacposen.com
Zana Bayne / zanabayne.com
Zero + Maria Cornejo / zeromariacornejo.com

Dear Liz,

Here at Crush, we are constantly debating over who should be our next obsession. So 
many options…so many exciting and intriguing individuals.

In this issue, “Woman We Love”, we had the chance to connect and work with so many 
amazing talents. That being said, it is undeniable that some girls need their own issue, 
otherwise, we think it’s reductive.

Strangely (or not) the more we explore what stimulates us, the more we come back to 
the root of our original project. The single object of our affection.

Of course, one might think that even a full issue would not be enough to contain all of 
our enthusiasm, especially when one is confronted with the exceptional body of work 
from the adorned subject. Such a thing might be impressive, for an instant, but we feel 
that the time has come to contribute to an unprecedented celebration of our first crush.

The possibilities are endless. Please send word.

PS:  Before sharing this copy with anyone in your surroundings, please remove 
pages 10 and 141. 

Yours truly 

CF.
info@crushfanzine.com

Michael N. Simon
Lenny Guerrier
Florent Belda
REP Public Relations, LLC
cultureEDIT / culture-edit.com
Joakim Andreasson
Prentice Art Communications
Bettina Prentice
Shannon Kirk
Jaclyn Bashoff
Hotel Turner (Roma)
Lord Byron Hotel (Roma)
Michael Geiser
pmkbnc
Creative Partners LA
Chris Prapha
Lynnette Layman
Jenny Shimizu
Alexander Ferrando
Ricky Manne
Jules et Jim Hotel  / hoteljulesetjim.com

CK1 Cosmetics
Kiss Products / kissusa.com
Make Up Forever / makeupforever.com
Obsessive Compulsive Cosmetics / occmakeup.com
Osis Hair Products / osishairproducts.com
Phoenixhairandmakeup.com
T3 Hot Tools

L’Atelier NYC / lateliernyc.com
Opus Beauty / opusbeauty.com

special thanks for collector issue contributions by:
Ed Roth / stencil1.com 
Sebastien Meunier / sebastienmeunier.fr
Zana Bayne / zanabyne.com
Maison des Talons / maison-des-talons.com 

to know more about the handsome man holding flowers go to: 
crush-on-jean-paturel-aux3.tumblr.com



www.maison-des-talons.com
available at D’VMK, Rue Washington 22, 75008 Paris. 

www.dvmk-chaussures.com

Andrée Putman (1925 – 2013)
tabouret PUTMAN by REMARQUE

Photographed by Jérôme Lobato



hotelturner.com
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There are thousands of potential print partners. How do you choose the right one?

butlertanneranddennis.com


